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Plight Of Biafrans
Spurs Student Action

A group of four sophomores is cause as well as the receipts from
asking the students of Assumption last Sunday's movie, "400 Blows."
:ollege to give up a meal for the
After Assumption, members of the
itarving children and adults ofBiaf- group said they want to go ~ other
'I .
campuses in Worcester fur help.
John Mucha, Gerry Burns, Mike They said the money would probDar and Paul Blasavaga have re- ably be given to Catholic Relief
1uested that the Student Govern- Services or Caritas since these ornent Association proclaim a meal ganizations have been sending aid
ltrike for the benefit of the Biafrans. to the Biafrans.
llie administration allows the
i.G.A. to have two such meal strikes
luring the year, one each semester.
In the past, the strikes have been
pven to clubs who needed extra
bnds. The college~ pays 90 cents
breach student who agrees to give
lp his supperon the designated day.
On October 24, 1968 the United
According to the sophomores sup:,orting the project, recent news- Nations will celebrate its twenty:asts showing the plight of the Biaf- third anniversary. This occasion
'lns had aroused their concern. will be marked by a national day>ince the U.S . government cannot long period of ceremonies designed
iend aid to the secessionist state to reaffinr. the support that the
without military support, the stu- United States has given the U.N.
lents said the burden must fall on Worcester is going to celebrate U.N.
day with ceremonies at the City
mluntary agencies.
The Nigerian government will Hall on the eve of the twenty10t allow planes to fly into Biafra fourth . At that time a proclamawith supplies. Since that section tion from Mayor Casdin will be
lf Nigeria has never been self-suf- read . Speeches will also be given
lcient and this is the normal ' hun- by the presidents of various area
t)' season,· the people are dying of colleges.
Assumption College will mark
itarvation by the thousands each
U.N. day with a "Mass for Peace"
lay.
It costs an estimated $16,000 for celebrated in the Chapel of the
iach planeload of supplies which is Holy Spirit at 4:30 p.rn. The
111eaked into the country. Very few Papal Representative to the United
9111 get in each night. Food prices Nations, Rt . Rev. Ettore Di FilipI.ave skyrocketed to $4 for a dozen po, will deliver the sermon dealing
If eggs and $5.60 for a chicken. with the role of the Holy See in
International Red Cross esti- world affairs since Vatican II. On
lllates place the weekly death toll the afternoon of the twenty-fourth,
1t 42,000. Ninety per-cent of these prior to the mass, Msgr. Di Filippo
Fe children. There is a very real will meet informally with the stuger that an entire generation dents in the Salon of the Maison
Francaise. He will also be the
d be wiped out.
The sponsors of the Assumption guest of the college at a reception
1ect said they have already en- planned on the same afternoon.
Msgr. Di Filippo's appearance
ted the support of several faculty
at
Assumption is beingjointly sponmembers and the G:>mmittee for the
&rts. All proceeds from the Picas- sored by the Student Association
exhibit will be donated to the and the International Affairs Club.

College
Observes
UN Day

'°

Trustees To Meet Today;
Pres. Selection Imminent
The Board of Trustees will consider, and is expected to vote on, a candidate for the presidency of Assumption College this afternoon.
About a month ago Fr. Denys, chairman of the faculty committee for a president, made it clear
that the search for a suitable president would be a long and tedious process . He stated that his committee was only in its preliminary stages. He pointed out that many replies to the committee's request
for possible candidates had not yet arrived, that after all these came in "feelers" would have to be
sent out, and that finally the likeliest candidates would be interviewed. On September 24th Father
Fortin, chairman of the Trustees' committee in charge of finding a president, mentioned at the student assembly that in most cases the final selection will take "about a year."
Then suddenly last week everything seemed to have changed.
On Friday (October 4th), Fr.
Ernest, in answering a question
if it was possible that a man would
be chosen at the October 11th
Board of Trustees meeting, said
that it was "very possible" and
that October 11th was the date
they had been aiminr; at all along.

liberaton of bl a ck people and
claimed black people have given
up on "non-violence simply because
they feel that they have to defend
themselves from attack." He cited
the Black Panther organization as
a case in point; telling how twohundred off-duty policemen beat
up Black Panthers in a New York
City Court House, and of a siml.lar incident in Seattle Washington.
He emphasized the Huey Newton
case (Newton is the Black Panther "defense minister" who was
recently convicted of manslaughter
in connection with the shooting of
a Los Angeles policeman) where
the .trial was conducted under the
"premise that the police were mild,
gentle, and almost pacifistic and
were threatened by the Black Panthers ." Yet, he said, only a few days
after Newton's arrest an unarmed
Black Liberation
Rossenshine then discussed ·the Black Panther was killed by police

He added that he would be "very
disappointed" if a man was not
Fr. Georges
chosen this Friday.
Fr. Denys also said that he was
"very hopeful" and added that his
committee had already handed in
its report of suggested names. He
asserted that no one wanted to
"delay" the selection any further.
He supported this by saying that Father Bissonnette, a native of
Central Falls, Rhode Island, graduated from Assumption College in
1944. He then attended Laval University where he receivedhisS.T.B.
and S.T.L. Father Georges moved
on to Fordham University where
he received a master's degree in
political science. He also studied
at the Georgetown Schoo 1 of Foreign Service and Institute of Languages and Llnguistics where he
received an M.A. Father Bissonnette next earned an M.A. in public law at Columbia University.
His academic career was then interrupted when he accepted the
position ,as Chaplain to the U.S.
Embassy in Moscow. After serving
in this capacity for three years, he
was expelled by the Soviet authorities. Father Georges then resumed
his studies at Columbia and received a Ph.D. from the Russian
Institute.

Behind The
Baseball Cap

FR. GEORGES BISSONETTE

everyone saw the advantage of
picking a man at the beginning of
the school year instead of in the

'' Students Revolting
Says YSA Leader
A crowd of some fifty-five people
usembled to hear a speech by Dan
Rossenshine, an organizer for the
Young Socialist Alliance, entitled
"From Student Rebellion to Socialist Revolution." The talk, held September 30, was sponsored by the
Students for a Democratic Society.
In his opening remarks, Rossenshine said that "there is no question that there is a student revolt
tlday . .. students are angry and are
1rying to change some basic conditions. " Rossenshine said the Vietwar and the struggle for Black
l.iberation caused the student re;10lt. He then gave a brief history
oI the recent student struggles and
announced that October 21 - 28
would be an International Week of
potest against U .S. involvement
a Vietnam.
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without apparent provocation.
The real issue involved in the
Black Liberation struggle, claimed
Rossenshine, is "the right of a oppressed people to make decisions
over institutions which control
their lives" - goals that are in
keeping with the democratic and
humanistic ideals of the U.S. Gov,ernment. Response to this problem,
:said Rossen shine, is either through
·"carrot" - granting concessions or
lthe "spectacle" of making a big
display of money spent and time
consumed with little in the way of
concrete results.
Political Stand

In regards to politics, the Young
Socialist Alliance supports the socialist campaign ofFrankHallstead
for president . (Hallstead received
one vote during the Choice '68 ballot at Assumption lastfall.)Rossencontinued pg. 2 col. 3

middle. He also intimated who the
next president might be by mentioning that our situation is "particular and peculiar" meaning it
would demand an in-man. He added that an outside man would
have to wait until his other commitments had been fulfilled.
Combining their statements with
the all-pervasive rumors that a man
has already been chosen, there is
little doubt that we will not have a
new president after today. All arrows point to Father Georges. He
is a member of the faculty, administration, and order. He is also
the man mo.st mentioned behind
the scenes.

Father Bissonnette has served on
the faculty for fifteen years during
which time he was named Director
of the Foreign Affairs program.
Since 1962 he has held the position
as Academic Dean of the college.
Father Georges has lectured at institutions of learning throughout
the country, including the Naval
War College, the Army War College, West Point, and the Naval
Academy.
Father Bissonnette is the autho1
of Moscow Was My Parish (1965),
The Soviet Union Since Stalin
(1956), The Church Reforms of Peter
the Great as a Problem in Soviet
Historiography (1956-57) and The
Soviet Social Order (1959).
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RACIAL UNREST ROCKS LONDON
By Martin J. WALSH
Paris wasn't the
only city to be plagued by unrest
this summer. London also had its
share. The parks, Big Ben, The
Tower, and centuries of tradition
were st i 11 there, but so ·.vere the
riots and other less explosive forms
if social dialogue.
LOt ~DON -

The first event I noticed was the
silent pickets standing across the
street from the Houses of Parliament. Silent, but still pleading,
the pickets were carrying signs calling for peace or at least some sort
of humanitarian retef for the innocents of Biafra. Tl·is was in early
summer, before the gory photo layouts of Paris Match and Life Magazine brought the atrocities of this
formerly little known war to the
eyes of the world. And yet, in England, already a society had b een
founded and B i a fr an relief was
being solicited full for~e .

My second encounterwithEng- marching together, and what startlish unrest w! ~ somewhat more vio- ed out to be a relatively peaceful
lent and completely unexpected. demonstration evolved into a real
Returning from '9. cruise down the melee before I fell onto it. "NigThames to Greenwich and the orig- gers out," on one side, and "Fasinal Cutty Sark, I ran into a heat- cist Bastards" on the other filled
ed race riot in Whitehall. The two the air. The five hundred "Bobopposing factions had started their bies" on hand to control the crowd
march at Trafalgar square and of several thousand were backed up
were halfway through their trip to by a reserve of one thousand others
the Houses of Parliament.
waiting to be called in. And, little
The race problem was started in by little most of them were .
Britain by dock Workers who went
Truncheons fell, "Bobbies" hats
out on strike last Winter to empha- flew in the air. Whenever any of
size their racist ideals. They were the "Bobbies" tried to intervene
against any colored people in Eng- between the two factions both unland. This included not only Afri- tied to repel him. Bottles flew and
cans, who had been immigrating to banners waved, and both sides anEngland for the past 10 to 15 years, taganized each other. A definitely
but also Indians, Arabs, and Orien- distraught young liberal rather
tals. This "cause" grew into riots, headedly up braided me, saying,
the likes of which enveloped me 1 "These are the same bastards who
in London.
backed Hitler, you can't just stand
The two factions, the "racists" there and do nothing. " With that
and the "liberals," were at each he flew off, mostly dismayed that
other's throats. Both groups were all that he would bedoingthatday
might not achieve a quick solution.
He should have been consoled by
the one fact, however, that he was
bringing to light the seriousness and
deep convictions involved in the
racial problem that is now facing
Britain.

ASSUMPTION
COLLEGE
BOOK STORE

SALE I
SAVE 25%

YSA Continued
shine said the Y.S .A. repudiates
the Democratic Party as the Democra tic party is not a reformable party but is really a party controlled
by those who profit from the war."
Rossenshine said that the Y.S.A.
supported student riots throughout
the world and sent observers to the
Paris student uprisings. He said
that the French students looked to
the riots of American students for
inspiritation. The Y.S.A.'s ultimate
aim is to have a socialist participatory democracy where people
would have a free voice in decisions effecting their lives. He held
up the examples of Cuba, Czechoslovokia and Yugoslovia as instances of participatory democracy.

Auction Benefits
S.c holarship Fund
An estimated 400 people came
to "where the auction is" a week
ago Saturday (Sept . 28) and contributed $2362.83 to the college
scholarship fund. This exceeded the
goal of $2000 which the Assumption College Woman Volunteers
and the auction committee had
set. The committee hopes to bring
this figure up to $2500 by selling
a few remaining items.
The co-chairmen of the committee, Mrs. Anthony F . Konisky, Mrs.
Howard G. Kane, and Mrs . Donald
H. Letendre, wish to extend a special thanks to Mr. Ronald Medhurst, the chief accountant in the
treasurer's office, who worked diligently as an auctionerr. Recognition should also be given to Mr.
Donald Blanchette and Brother
Oderic Roy for their assistance in

obtaining many of the items
the sale. The part that a fe
our students played in this su
ful experiment should not go
noticed either. Messrs. Ina
Mulligan, Datis, Wilson , and o
contributed their time and en
working as runners while
Wilson was in charge of the
wagon. Their assistancewas d
appreciated by all the women
worked on the auction.
Last , but by no means 1
the women volunteers should
lauded for their success in p
ing vitally needed money into
scholarship fund . And lets not
get the people who came . Wit
them all the work would have
futile. Because of this ven
other similar fund-raising pro'
will be conducted in the fu

Potpourri

~Iva GOfA

whiw sweatshirts;
A ssumption crew neck shirts
sweaters (small)
children's shirts sizes 2 - 16

And the holy ghost descended revealing the true
word "keep the old curriculum" .. . and since this
time fr. ernest has walked in the sunshine of light
and truth. . .but the faculty lies in darkness .. .
placated, no, saving face, no, gutless, yes ... but
with a new committee they can begin the whole
cycle over again, only someone should give them
geritol and an education course which is up to date
. . .they don't know what to teach, only the guiding spirit does . . .and someone should guide the
public relations department on their weekly bulletin-thanks guys for the sofia noel endorsement
.. .which I wouldn't give to the new publication
coming from the class of '70 . . .why don't they
join the provocateur and take over instead of bitching all the time ... and talking of complaining, you
guys on the third floor of C dorm should quit . . .
hell, you're the ones who dirty the shower stalls
so stop blaming the janitors about cleaning. . .
and as for shower curtains being too short, who's
interested. · . . fr. georges is . . . not a way to pick
a president by campaigning and posters .. .and
if fr. georges were a jesuit he would only be another priest on the totem pole. . .face facts, the
jesuits aren t hard up for talented men . . .but
we need a man who will speak for himself and
there are doubts about the present case especially
after the fiasco this summer with a certain presentation which was to have been made . . .after
all, why put in a dummy when you can have the
ventriloquist. . .with computerized lawn mower~

• • •
coming on the market, the maintenance crew
have more time at zipps ... and speaking of
whatever happened to the partitions which we
tickets for two years ago . .. when we were
ised bowling alleys beneath the gym in the
and '66 catalogs . . .we wouldn't change it tho
having a profs words accentuated with the
of feet overheard or the hashslinger next door c
"hot dogs" . . .with general curtis lemay as
president who could ask for more than wallace
they made a desert and called it peace. . .
new frosh felt after they left seduced and a
cloned. . .too bad, but you can' t tell a boo
its cover but it still can contain much humor
which I doubt the yearbook will contain
more people come to work on it but we 'll
plenty of grumblers who sat on their derriere~
turn around and look at the CIA?. . .whose
formation is garnered from the wrong sour
the pacesetter. . .fred mertz of ins and outs,
kennedy is out. . .you'd better read your
sheets better. .and the movie review of THE H
IS A LONELY HUNTER read like who made w
but we 'll learn . . . and I guess I have since I
retire . . .in peace to the chapel which ra ·
strength, comfort, and beauty . . . a place of

s.
F.

s.
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raven hail explodes around her in
an effort to keep up with her.
The way Miss Hussey and Mr.
Whiting play their roles, it's quite
easy to see how their first passion
was able to completely consume
them in its flames. The most disgusting and incredible idea about
the whole thing is that two so
young can act so well. ·They're perfect.
Getting back to Zeffirelli, you
notice immediately how lively he's
made his film. The party at Juliet's
that Romeo crashes is wild and raucous in smoke filled rooms of dancing. The street scenes, and especially the duals are drowned in the
heat of the sun. The film is always
on the move, never having time to
bog down. To round out this almost perfection there are his Nurse
and Friar Lawrence. The Nurse is
fat and lovably witty. She's also
more of a mother than Juliet's real
one. Friar Lawrence tries as best
he can to find some solution to the
lovers' plight, bu t even he can't
divert their fate, which was determined for the ages.

On October 8, Franco Zeffirellis'
ROMEO AND JULIET opened in
the United States, and if the reaction is the same here as it was in
Europe, it will be a widely discussed film.
In London, where I saw it this
summer, there were cries that Zeffirelli had raped a classic; that he
had changed the story, and even the
dialogue. Others admitted that
this was true, but declared tha·t in
so doing, Zeffirelli had made the
piece more alive, and wort h y of
praise. I can be counted among
those who praise his work. For although he does change dialogue and
does delete unnecessary action in
certain points, in doing so he highlights and emphasizes the more important aspects of the play.
I feel the magic formula behind
the success of the film is the lucky
combination of Zeffirelli and his

two stars Olivia Hussey and Leonard Whiting. Zeffirelli, who has
shown his talent in The Taming of
the Shrew, and will continue to do
so this year in Galileo with Rod
Steiger, has just the right feeling
for works of this nature. Also, his
unprecedented selection assured
him of success.
For once Romeo is a real boy,
just beginning to feel the first stirrings of love. Leonard Whiting at
seventeen is quite capable of port~yi ng the hot blooded impetuousness of youth. He's r{ot a middle
aged man trying to act as a young
man would, but is a vibrant youth
himself acting like one.
The case for youth is even more
strongly defended by Olivia Hussey . . . At fifteen she's just what
Juliet should be. She's just losing
the last vestiges of baby fat and
is rounding out nicely. Her thick

Picmso
Show Opens

Tom Rus.h Goes
Round In Circles
Until he recorded The Circle
Game a few months ago, Tom
Rush was still relatively unknown
outside of the east. This seems
amazing because for the past six
years Tom has been giving concerts at campuses throughout the
country, had attracted an enormous following in England and had
recorded five moderately successful albums. Still, at 26, Rush had
not caught on with what was left
of the folk scene in America.
The Circle Game finally brought
Tom Rush to public attention. The
album has sold phenomenally well,
and one cut, Urge for Going, became a popular hit. With this album, Rush presents a break from
his earlier days. His hair is now
long, his voice much clearer, and
his arrangements more professional
than those on albums such as
"Take a Little Walk with Me."
Most of the cuts have full orchestrations and there is a rock tempo
that blends beautifully with the
folk quality of most of the songs.
His interpretations of three Joni
Mitchell songs ("Tin Angel,"
"Urge for Going," "The Circle

Art Season

On October 6th one of the first
area exhibitions of such a wide
variety of Picasso's work opened
in the Salon of Assumption College. Spc:asored by the Art Committee of the Committee for the
Arts, the exhibit contains examples
from the pre-1910, cubist, and classical periods. Most of the artist's
great styles are shown in a series
of etchings, dry points, aquatints,
and lithographs.
Many of the
pieces are signed, many are rare,
and they all demonstrate the artist's amazing versatility and consistent inventiveness.
The entire twenty-nine piece exhibit was put on sale on the opening date, and so far the sales
have. gone well according to members of the Art Committee. Air
proximately 300 people from the
New England area attended the
opening.
Hours for the exhibit which will
run until October 20th are: 9 A.M .
to 7:30 P.M., Monday thru Friday, and 9 A.M. to 5 P .M., Saturday and Sunday.
Game,") are artistically perfect.
His voice is not always strong (at
times he speaks more than sings
the words), but his ability to pull
meaning out rf the Mitchell lyrics
is remarkable. Of the other cuts,
Tom' s own compositions are the
most impressing . One is a guitar
Undergraduate or Graduate solo, "Rockport Sunday, " which
male students to act as gram- is performed beautifully.
Tom Rush seems content being
mar school advisors one aft.
a modest success . The former
/wk. (3- 4:30). $4.50 per Harvard student who began singmeeting. Ti;aining program ing "by accident" in his college
days, wants to continue touring
inc. Call 832-4944.
colleges and playing coffee houses,

CLUB ADVISORS
NEEDED

avoiding large concerts and night
clubs. He wants to spend a good
part of his time hiding in his
secluded Connecticut house, but
after The Circle Game, his fans
just may not let him.

Demonstratwn Was red EJJort?
The U.S . delegates at the Paris
peace talks may agree to suitable
terms for the halt of the war in
Vietnam. Their sudden change of
conviction was said to be largely
due to a massive sit-in at Assumption College last week. Greatly impressed by the orderly and non-violent atmosphere of the demonstration, the Army representatives returned to their superiors with the
message of the peaceniks. The Department of Defense, moved to pity,
requested the delegates to surrender to the North Vietnamese.
In all reality, those petty demonstrations have always been the
result of apathy in the past, but this
year it was " a-pathetic" one to the
superlative degree.
-Jim Emswiler '71

Curriculum Debate
Goes On .. . And On
By Ron Biron
On September 11, 1968, the Crown and Shield layed
out an important course for student action and responsibility.
Though their far-reaching proposal for more
faculty and student participation in the curriculum was
turned down, many SCA representatives were strongly
influenced by their spirit of concern. These senators then requested
that Father Fortin speak before
the whole student body periodically and also that students be allowed to actively participate in all
committees-concerning student life.
Also on September 24th three
"s tudent representatives and the coeditor of the Provocateur, Ed Mirek,
attended the faculty senate meeting. The students witnessed much
confusion and conflict among the
professors and were convinced at
the end of the meeting that the
faculty needed more time to clear
the air and come to some consensus concerning the old curriculum. It was because of this concern that a few senators drew up
a proposal on September 26th to
offer a cancellation of afternoon
classes on October 1st in order
to allow the faculty more time
to deliberate and come to agreement. Father Georges answered
the request by asking the student
representatives to fulfill the almost impossible task of finding
professors who had classes that
afternoon and to procure from them
definite times and places for substitute classes. Lacking any other

alternative than a student strike,
the student leaders decided to wait
the meeting out before taking
action.
At the second meeting of the
faculty senate on October 1st, the
members were finally able to vote on
the old curriculum. They turned
it down 43 to 11. Dr. Remick then
proposed that a "representative
committee of seven be appointed
for the purpose of preparing and
presenting to the Academic Senate
a curriculum proposal with a detailed rationale that incorporates
the thrust of the original proposal
and is modified in such a way
as to meet the objections raised
to the original proposal."
Peter Dempsey and the other
delegates to the meeting realized
that if the committee was to be
truly "representative" students
should be present . Dempsey wrote
to Dr. Sheerin about it, and both
Dr. Sheerin and Father Georges
agreed. Dr. Marion, chairman of
the committee, asked for two student representatives toactivelyparticipate in the meeting. For the
first time, students will be able
to work at the ground-roots in the
composition of a new curriculum.

Parents'
Weekend
Plans Begin

and 24. The student committee
in charge of Parent's Weekend
found considerable difficulty in arriving at a "date which would be
most convenient to parents and
students alike.
This date was
finally chosen because of its proxThe festivities that will mark imity to Thanksgiving.
this year's Parent's Weekend will
The program will consist of sembe completely organized by_ the inars, a cocktail hour, a dinner,
students. It is therefore expected a variety show, and a basketball
that the planning and organiza- game. The dorms will be open
tion of this event will reflect the during the weekend for visitation
wide divergence of taste that are by parents and friends.
noticeable within the student body.
A detailed program is now being
The Parents Weekend program prepared. This outline of events
will take place on November 23 will be sent along to parents.

-..-- - - - -- - - - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - -- - - - - - - - - - - - - - • •

The Drama Commitree of Assumption College In
Co■-0peration

with the National Shakespeare Company

1

Open Evenings 'Til 9 Mon. Thru. Fri.

PRESENTS T.S. ELIOT'S

MURDER IN THE CATHEDRAL

SAVE ON USED TEXTBOOKS AT THE
adiat

1f love

s.
F.

s.

BEN FRANKLIN BOOK STORE
CORNER PORTLAND & FEDERAL ST.

753-8685

(ONE BLOC K FROM MAIN ST . AT F I LENE ' S)

To Be Presented in the College Ch apel, October 1 7
Student Matinee 3:30 P.M·. TICKETS $2.00
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-TO TIIE EDITOR
I speak to the remarks made
by Fr. Meiklejohn, Dean of Students, and by Mr. Sheerin, Chairman of the Faculty Senate, in the
last issue of the Provocateur, in
which they criticized the Crown
and Shield Statement on the new
curriculum. Historically, the statements by these influential members of the administration and the
faculty are rather predictable, since
both of them strongly oppose~
the new curriculum, almost from
the time it was introduced. Last
spring, Mr. Sheerin' s opposition
became so embarrassingly clear
that he eventually and gracefully
resigned the chair for a significant part of the Senate deliberations. Fr. Meiklejohn (like Fr. Fortin and not, at that time, like the
majority of the senate members)
regarded the proposed new curriculum as some kind of a betrayal
of the liberal arts--a naive point
of view, it seems to me , wrongly
associating liberal education with
a particular subject matter, rather
than with_ a pedagogical method.
But my reason for writing is not
merely to give some useful historical background or to correct the
reasoning of my colleagues, but to
point out a dilemma that continues
to haunt the argument over the

A Call To Power
A Call To Reason

Dean Speaks ...

SOBRIETY
REQUESTED

TO TIIE EDITOR:
The Army OCS was on campus
last week. Some students sat down
Students sometimes marvel that
to protest the war, but most of us we make an issue of excessive
continued on our way. Some of us drinking. They figure we're being
worried about too many other old-fashioned or stuffy, that we're
things-studies, tests, letters from old fogeys who frown on young
home or the girl, sports, etc.-to people having a good time.
It is possible that some adults
stop and think about the war at
that time. Others were concerned frown on young people'~ drinking
but were either afraid to join the for the above-mentioned reasons .
group or questioned the value of Personally I frown on excessive
such a simple protest. Neverthe- drinking no matter who does it.
less, most of us soon forgot about The reason? Excessive drinking
is a self-induced attack upon one's
it as the day wore on.
· A friend who had protested ear- own dignity as a human being.
There is no human dignity where
lier in the day showed me a leafthere
is no human mind. We are
let that he had taken from the
saddened
by the sight of a human
officer's desk. It was entitled " Your
being
who
has become a vegetable
Career as an Army Officer" and
following irreparable brain damage.
opening the phamphlet, this quote
We are saddened by the sight of a
stood out in bold print, "Yours
human being who loses his selfis the profession of arms . . .the will
control and has to be committed
to win .. .the sure knowledge that
to an institution. A person who
in war there is no substitute for
drinks excessively inflicts a simvictory, that if you lose, the nation
ilar kind of indignity upon himwill be destroyed, that the very
self. He makes it impossible for
obsession of your public service his mind to control his body. He
must be duty, honor, country." stumbles, he falls, he lies ir, a
General Douglas MacArthur.
stupor, he sleeps, he soils himThe r'w pragmatism and per- self. Others do not lose control
verted patriotism that it postu- over the bodies , but, perhaps
lated turned my stomach. I have worse, they lose control over' their
nothing against winning, I have emotions. They imagine things,
nothing against duty to my coun- they say things, they do things
try, but I do have something against that they would never do when
those who would make them the they are sober , and which they
ultimate end regardless of the may regret for a long time.
means . To kill, to destroy, to domThis sort of thing can happen
inate are quick means to victory,
but so help me God, they are not to a person accidentally, and the
the only means. Human dignity fright and disgust at having lost
and universal citizenship have all control sometimes suffices to detoo long been sacrificed to such ter him from repeating the performance . Other men are less
blatant narrow-mindedness.
Ron Biron
continued pg. 5 col. I

WSC Handbook
Poses Problem
During the week of upperclass
regist r ation an "Undergrad:.iate Evaluation Handbook" was
rhstributed on campus.
The major part of the handbook
dealt with evaluation of course!
.and teachers . The introduction,
however, included a powerful appraisal of the Administration.
The authors of the handbook
said that "there is no malice inv0lved b its intent and purpose
. . .that it is for the ultimate
good of WSC that this book was
written." They added that a college ("lnnot expand only in "bricks
and mortar." "To question, to seek
answers and find solutions is our
purpose."
In the Worcester Gazette of Friday, September 30, the bulk of the

front page was devoted to the handbook, especially to the ~~ction about
the Administration.
When asked if he would care to
comment on the article that appeared in Friday's Gaz~tte for the
Student Voice, President Sullivan
responded that he had released
his statement to the radio and to
the Evening Gazette and that it
was public information.
The following are quotes from the
Evening Gazette of Sept. 23 wit},
the President's comments aboutthe
handbook. "Fa cu It y members
should have had a chance to give
their views and the majority of
the students should have been consulted before it was printed." He
continued, "If the students had
continued pg. 5 col. 4
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new curriculum in particular and this approach.
to limit the effectiveness of the
In other words, as with so many
senate as a deliberative body in of the problems at Assumption,
general. Part of the confusion comes the confusion arises not simply
from the way in which the chair- because of a conflict of point of
man , presently and in the past , view (which is unavoidable), but
regards his position; the present because of · a lack of orderly prochairman, maybe in the interest of cedure for academic matters inconsensus, nontheless confused the volving principally faculty and
discussion over the new curricu- students . Without defending or atlum--for example--by circulating, tacking the Crown and Shield statein the summer, for the administra- ment, I do wish that Mr. Sheerin
tion, a proposal directly counter to had answered the serious queswhat the senate had agreed upon tions raised by the statement,
in the spring. This alternate pro- rather than by simply making
posal strongly resembled, in fact, charges that it was filled with
one voted down by the senate in "half-truths" and "inaccuracies"
its long deliberations last May. At and " hearsay"; and that Fr. Meikleast two members of the senate lejohn had given us some indicaindicated to Mr. Sheerin at that tion of what "extensive research "
time that such action threatened the Crown and Shield might have
the integrity of the senate, but ap- done that would have inevitably
parently his opposition to the new led its members to revise their
curriculum and his wish to pla- statement. (Also, as one intimately
cate the acting president (who op- involved in l' affaire Melville, I
posed the new curriculum last year anxiously await "the facts" that
for the same unconvincing reasons Fr. Meiklejohn had on that issue
that he repeated in the first and (from his summer spot in Chile)
second faculty senate meetings this that never surfaced in Worcester.
fall) led Mr. Sheerin to persist in What information is he privvy to,
in the foggy halls of Alumni, that
somehow was never made public?)
I was, by the way, one of the
members of the Senate who supported the majority opinion (last
spring) favoring the new curriculum.
,.
Sincerely,
It is apparent that the statement released by the Crown
Michael True
P.S.
The
October
I
decision of
and Shield has aroused the faculty and administration and
the
faculty
to
reject
(43-11) the
has led them to denounce the statement as "containing
new curriculum it had approved,
many 'half truth~.. " Instead of these curt answers we feel
in principle, last spring, seems to
that the persons who would criticize such a statement indicate i.hat Mr. Sheerin, Fr.
should state the reasons why this statement is incorrect.
Meiklejohn, and Fr. Fortin may
We stand by the position that the Crown and Shield did eventually have their way . As a
indeed do its homework on the curriculum until such time decision of the whole faculty,
as facts are presented by those opposed to the Crown and nudged (clubbed?) to its position
by the administration, we will all
Shield statement.
cooperate and abide by it (notice
The remarks of the Dean of Students with reference how gracefully, without even a
to the Melville affair can also be critized as being devoid charge of police brutality). Judging
of facts. Fr. Meiklejohn has used a time-honored method from the sentiment of Tuesday's
of "criticism" -- avoid the issue and seize upon one weak- meeting and in the name of "a
Christian college," we will proness within the editorial that really was not vitally conbably have compulsory courses in
nected with the Melville affair. Fr. Meiklejohn' s point philosophy and religion, and in the
connected with the editorial remark on the questionable name of "the liberal arts," we will
liberality of the administration is the case in point. With have compulsory courses in foreign
no reference to .his · office, we do indeed call into ques- language, preferring the use and
security of force, to the risk of
tion the liberality 0f other facets of the administration.
freedom. Increasingly in this conBut of greater import' is the action of the administration text, "Christian" and "liberal
in the MelvilJe/ ase and the great cloud that it casts arts" take on the connotations of
over the ideal of free,,.speech. It seems that when the sub- "predictable" and "unliberating
ject of the priesthood and its relation with the modern prejudices." The faculty saith thus:
world is brought up, the administration interprets free "We don't trust the students to
speech as beneficial so long as it does not disturb the choose 'what is good for them,' so
clerical status quo on campus. We advance the view that in the tradition of previous fearful
academics, we will force it down
the reasons stated in the letter concerned with the refusal their throats."
of the administration to allow the Melvilles to appear at
We forget, dear Editor, the chalAssumption are an insult to the intelligence of the faculty lenge of that splendid sage, Miss
and students whether they be nuns or lay persons, li- Jean Brodie: "There must needs be
a leaven in the lump." For the time
berals or conservatives.
being, Assumption appears bent on
Finally, the Crown and Shield statement was a clear
remaining part of the comfortable
affirmation of their view that the faculty must have the lump,
major part in the selection of a new curriculum. It is not
lump,
only a call to power: it is a call to reason. It maintains
lump,
lump.
that the persons who make this college a place of learning

are the faculty and students. They are the ultimate source
for the spirit that must exist within us all if we are to
profit from education. These two facets of the community
must be given greater powers 1so that our vision is not
always one limited to the problems of financial survival.
The administrative view puts the cart before the horse
and allows the faculty and students (future alumni! ) to
wander around with little responsibility and much frustration.

Page Four
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continued from pg. 4 col. 5
sensitive in matters regarding their
dignity and they make a habit of
abdicating control. Others, still,
become victims of the habit . They
become addicted to the alcohol
that literally drives them out of
their mind. It is not a matter of
being insensitive to their dignity
as human beings that drives them
to this; rather it is a matter of
weakness of character. They do
what others do; they adopt the
practices of the people around them.
Or again, they lack the courage
to face up to the difficulties of life
and they have recourse to a crutch.
They escape into a state of diminished consciousness.
It might be objected at this point
that it can't be that bad if so
many people in our society indulge in excessive drinking. To
that I would answer: Some people want to relinguish their dignity as human beings. Is that
a reason why all human beings
should do the same? Otherwise
we are not very different from
sheep or other animals that follow
their leaders even when they jump
over a cliff. A human being, a
man should stand by his principles even if this means that he
has to stand alone.
Another objection is: It's ·fun
to get high.
To that I would
answer: Granted, the relaxing effect of alcohol is pleasurable and
not necessarily reprehensible, but
·how expert are you in cutting off
your drinking before you get too
high, before you're . no longer high
but low?
What about people who seek an
escape from their woes in excessive drinking?
I feel sorry for
them. While they may be less
blameworthy in a way than people who blithely get drunk just
because it is the thing to do, they
are also more to be pitied because
they don't have the "guts" to take
life standing up, because they lie
down and let life roll past and
over them.
The dignity of the human person is one of the noblest values in
nature . To forfeit this value for
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the sake of doing like the others,
or to avoid the bad that comes
with the good in life, is an insult
to Nature. This is one of those
choices that separate the boys from
the men.
During the night of September
27, students collected signs and
flags announcing the auction
scheduled to be held at Assumption
College on Saturday the 28th. The
crowd of people that attended the
auction and the money raised for
the scholarship to Assumption College might very well have been
much larger had the flags and signs
remained in place.
Collecting signs, flags, and other
such things, regardless of the
"kick_s" involved, is stealing. It
deprives som~one else of what justly
belongs to him. Taking things
that belong to a group, be it a
society, a college, or the city, is
still stealing. Such actions not
only hurt the person or the group
being victimized, it may even redound to the detriment of the persons doing the victimizing. In the
case of the auction signs, money
was not earned which would have
helped Assum pt ion students
through college. Extra food and
drinks taken from the dining hall
to bring to one's room will inevitably lead to stricter methods
of distribution. The highway sign
that " decorates" your room might
have saved a life, perhaps even
your own. An artistic college sign
that a college prankster defaced
cost $1,100.00 to repair. He had
to pay for it .
Students sometimes think that
the money they pay the college
entitles them to take anything they
want . Actually, student monies
amount to only 40% of the cost
of running the college. Further,
collecting episodes damage the rep-

SPECIAL RING DAY
FOR JUNIORS AND SENIORS

October 16
9 a.m. to 3 p.m.
Mr. Robert Ahearn, company representative,
will be in the bookstore to offer assistance in
selecting your Assumption College Class Ring
$8.00 DEPOSIT REQUIBED

utation of the college and of its
students. If educated young Catholics see no harm in taking other
people's property, h~w can they
be critical of rioting Blacks who
Io o t commercial establishments?
Everyone complains today that
there is no longer any respect for
law and order in the United States.
What will the United States be in
a few years when our educated
young Catholics are out in the world
"making" a living? What kind of
principles will they teach their
children? And if this is the case
with them, how much worse will
it be with persons who have received no religious or moral education?
Fr. Norman Meiklejohn
To The Editor:
In the September 27th issue of
Provocateur, Tom Walsh attempted

once again to criticize those whose
tastes differ from his own. Thank
God our "Arts Editor" is not a
member of the social committee.
He obviously knows nothing about
the planning of a concert-mixer.
Since concerts in the past have
drawn extrem~ly sparse attendance, the committee decided to
add a mixer to the event. Perhaps
to Mr. Walsh's ignorance, the most
penetrating beat to dance to is
that of the soul revue, and the
Social Committee used good judgment in their selection of- Arthur
Conley. A little research is all you
need, Tom, to discover that Conley has pressed three albums that
are currently on the U.S . market
and has performed numerous concerts throughout the country.
At least he did foresee the financial justification of hiring the
group. It is questionable how much
they would make on "Joni Mitchell" whoever the hell she is.
Jim Emswiler '71

Danforth
Fellowships
For those seniors who have · a ·
serious interest in college teaching
as a career and who plan to study
for the Ph.D. in a field common to
their undergraduate studies, the
opportunity for a Danforth Graduate Fellowship should not be overlooked. The man to see is Professor John Burke (K 136), through
whom applications must be made
by November 1, 1968.
The Danforth Fellowship pro-vides for four years of financial
assistance including up to $2400
annually for single Fellows, $2950
for married Fellows, plus tuition
and fee . The only conditions for
applications are that the applicant
be less than thirty years of age,
and that he have not undertaken
any formal study beyond the A.B.
Financial need is not a condition
for consideration. Also, Danforth
Fellows may hold other fellowships concurrent with the Danforth, without stipend, until the
other award lapses .
The award was created by the
late Mr. and Mrs. William H .
Danforth of St. Louis, to emphasize the humane values which come
from a religious and democratic
heritage, and to strengthen the
essential quality of education. Approximately 120 of the fellowships
will be awarded in March of 1969.

Page Five

And organization is the key word.
One person need not do all the
work. One could take charge of
the mixers, another could head
dances, another concerts, etc. Each
To The Edito·:
of these divisions could have a
Since the appearance of my ed- publicity head.
It 's called diitorial in the last issue of the vision of labor.
Provocateur, I have spoken with
A number of people regarded
Don LeBrun, the chairman of the my editorial as a demand that
Social Committee. He informed the Social Committee make an atme that Arthur Conley, in addition tempt to please my taste. Well,
to two singles, has recorded no they were right . Not my taste in
fewer than three record albums. particular, but rather my taste inLeBrun '.1as also seen Conley in sofar as I am one of a number
concert and considers him to be of students on campus who would
a great performer, and one who like to see themselves represented
really knows how to excite an rather than ruled. I never said
audience. He finally played me Joni Mitchell and no one else; I
two songs by Conley that were said someone like Joni Mitchell,
new to me and which indicated meaning someone with talent.
that the man can sing as well as
What I am asking from the Social
shout. (His sound here remind- Committee is an attempt to please
ed me of Otis Redding). And the different tastes of different peoalthough I actually never stated pie. Negro music is not the only
that Conley couldn't sing, I cer- type of music, and it is not the
tainly did a good job of imply- only music that will sell. Yet
ing it.
There I was wrong.
when I suggested Big Brother and
Nevertheless, I do not regret hav- the Holding Co. for a concerting written the editorial. Some mixer second semester LeBrun's
of its points remain valid, and it reaction was entirely negative.
did serve to bring some things out They would not draw an audience,
into the open. I wonder how many he said, and furthermore, it would
students were aware that Arthur cost too much to bring them here.
Conley was coming to Assumption I believe he is wrong on both
before the appearance of the ed- counts. Big Brother would ceritorial. Some couldn't care less. tainly draw, and if the Social ComOthers, like myself, not only care, mittee for once w o u Id take a
but think it is only fair they should gamble, put all its eggs in one
have some say in this matter.
basket, they would probably do
My basic complaint is the same better than break even.
Their
one made a couple of weeks ago policy of ca u ti o u s n es s certainagainst the cinema branch of the ly hasn't paid off in the past. Of
Committee for the Arts . One per- course, it is now general knowlson was running the whole show. edge that Janis Joplin (the lead
This has been changed. One per- singer) ha s split with her band,
son, however, is still making the and Big Brother has lost it hottest
decisions as to which groups, which attraction. They certainly won't
.artists will come to Assumption. draw very well without her. But
This situation too should be chang- I only chose to name Big Brother
ed as soon as possible.
as an example. The two principles
Lebrun brought it to my attention behind that choice remain valid-that he sent letters this summer one, let's take a gamble, and two,
to the fifteen members of the Soc- let's have some variety please.
ial Committee asking them which
If this dream is to come true,
groups they would like to see at 'the Social Committee is going to
Assumption for a concert. Two need a little capital to work with.
of the fifteen bothered to reply. Their "nice fat" budget may be
This is not my idea of co-opera- nice and fat in comparison with
tion.
the budgets of the other campus
At present the members of the organizations, but in reality it is
Social Committee are appointed a pittance. Compare our budget
by the social chairman (who him- with that of Holy Cross, take into
self is appointed). I believe that consideration the size of each
they should be elected by the stu- school, and you still will be shockdent body.
Let's have a little ed. Holy Cross does not have
democracy.
twenty times as many students
as Assumption . May I be so bold
as to suggest an increase in the
student tax?
WSC Continued
Finally I have been charged with
helping create a spirit of discome to us first we could have sension in the student body by
discussed the matter. Concerning my editorial, and of hurting the
the evaluation of our faculty and concert-mixerfi nan c i a 11 y. This
administration, we realize that theory, however, presupposesasigsome teachers are liked 'and others nificant degree of literacy on campare disliked - the same as in us, and frankly I do not think
any other college."
anything I could ever write would
"Many teachers in this college ,eV'er_ sway any guy and his girl
have themselves asked students to from going to a real boss mixer
give evaluations," added Sullivan. __________1_·o_m
__
w_a_l_st,.1
"Besides," said Sullivan, "many
electives have been added and more
will follow as additional faculty
members are added to our staff."
"Also," said Sullivan, ;,we have
open channels of communication
and we have gone along with reasonable student requests ."
His final comments were that
he would like to see another handbook next year, "if it is controlled,
and has fair, just statements in
it."

VISIT
HIGHLAND
PHARMACY
104 Highland Street

FOR PRESCRIPTIONS

Phone 156-G954
Worcester, Moss.

Opposite Friendly' s
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Soccer Stalemate
Precedes Win, Loss
By Wayne Shepperd
In the Hounds initial appearance
of the year, they encountered a stubborn Nichols College team and were
forced to settle for a 0-0 tie. As
Coach Barakat had stated before
the season opened, the success of
the Hounds ' season might ride on
the progress of the freshmen in the
front line, and here the offensive attack of basically frosh was just unable to crack the scoring column.
However, the hustle of these guys
was really something to see especially that of frosh John Miseo who
on a couple of occasions was able
to penetrate the defense. It was
. strict hustle -which kept the A.C.
hooters in the game, Tommy Pleva
was the key man in this aspect of
the match, he along with his counterpart, Mike Wisniewski, constantly kept the ball in the Nichols end.
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A.L. batting crown went to " Yaz"
with a .301 avg. lowest mark since
Elmer Flick of Cleveland won it in
1905 with a .306 . .. Cincinatti's Pete
Rose won the batting title in the
N.L. with a .335 mark, Matty Alou
was close behind with .332 ... Detroit Llons upset the faltering Green
Bay Packers, is it the loss of Lornbardi that's crumbling that dynasty?
... Boston Patriots nipped the Denver Broncos 20-17 as punter Bob
Scarpitto, a Denver reject , delivered
a booming 87 yard punt , an. AFL
record ... Larry " Ziggy" Seigfried
finally signed with the Celtics but
they say he still may be on the
trading bloc .. .1968 World Series
is the last true Series, next year
there' ll be four divisions in the
Majors resulting in playoffs and
then the " Series" . . .Remember the
Chicago White Sox, they were to be
a chief contender for the Al pennant, they finished ninth. . .After
three games, the N.Y . Giants are
undefeated but wait 'til the Cowboys come into town . . .Joe Carr,
first president of the NFL said " Any
league, in order to succeed, must
have a successful franchise in New
York City" Agree with him? ...
Zvonirnir Petricevic, a 7' 288
pounder will be given a chance to
don a Chicago Bull jersey. . . .
American and National League
MVP's, McLain and Gibson? ... Detroit Tigers scratched ex-Red Sox
chucker,John Wyatt, to makeroom
for Eddie Matth~ws in the Serits
. . . Purdue looked like National
Champs as they topped 'ND 37-22
. . .Is it true that AC sophomore
Tim McCormack hauled in a Terry
Hanratty aerial in that Notre Dame
vs. Purdue encounter? ...

Both were extremely tough on D.
When you speak of Defense you immediately turn to Captain Goodhouse, he was all over the field coming up with fine plays when they
were most needed. Goalie Paul
Trayers was not tested much as he
was well protected by the Hounds'
defense, but he did make the good
save when he had to . An enthusiastic AC home crowd kept the Hounds
movin'.
The Hounds then traveled across
town to meet the Crusaders of Holy
Cross. This looked like an AC home
game as the Greyhound rooters completely swamped any Crusader
backers. The Hounds started right
away as they scored in the first period, it was John Miseo scoring ona
cross from John Steuwalt. For the
next two periods, there was no more
scoring. However, in the final period the Crusaders were able to put
one into the nets as they scored on
a break away. The game went into overtime but neither squad was
able to gain and again the Hounds
settled for a tie. In this match
though, the offense seemed to come
alive as they really peppered the
H.C. goalie. Hounds ' goalie Trayers madetworealnicelungingsaves
as he looked real good. Hounds
Jocko Chenevert and Larry Flamen
looked real well on defense while
Silvano Mastrodicasa, John Steuwalt and John Miseo looked well
on offens~.
~p until then , the Hounds had
neither won nor lost but ~hey had
shown that they were gomg to be
a hustling ball club. Then came
September 28 when the Greyhounds
traveled to Nasson College, and the
c?arges of Coach Bar~kat e~rned
victory _#1. The margm of victory
was a tight 2-1. The _Hounds lo? ked sharp as they receive~ _offensive
strength fr~m freshman Mike Horne
and Bro. Bill Hurtado, both scored
goal~ . T~e off~n s e seemed to be
corrung a hve while the ever-present
defense played its normal stingy
ga?1e. ?qodh~use, Flamen, Colgan,
Wis Ille w s kl, Pleva and Beadle
showed the noteworthyHoundhustle.

LIESEGANG,AGBAY STA
A.C. UPENDS FRIARS 12By Bob Horveth

Providence was big and quick and
unbeaten at home the previous
year. But the Assumption football
club straight-armed the powerful
Friars 12 to 6 with a steady defense
and an explosive offense. The opener for both teams was played before 4,000 fans under the lights at
Cronin Field in Providence.
The Greyhounds dominated a
rather sloppy first period although
neither team was able to score.
The Hounds were thwarted twice
deep in Providence territory - first
on a fifteen yard penalty and then
on an interception by Providence
end Tom Bresnahan.
In the second period, the Friars
scored on their only sustained drive
of the game. Dick Martin and Chris
Mari were the workhorses with Mari
capping the drive going over from
the two. The kick was wide. Assumption threatened just before
half-time when flashy Gerry Babineau caught a long Kraham pass
between two defenders only to be
tripped up short of the goal line.
The play covered 57 yards. However, a couple of plays later, a bad
hike from center led to the only
fumble of the game and the threat
was stifled just before the half
ended.
Disappointed but not discouraged, the Assumption Club assembled near the end zone stands.
Although trailing 6-0, they were
confident. They had hit the Friars
and knew they weren't as tough as
reports had indicated. The Hounds
h ad outplayed theiropponent s, and
after Coach Brophy made a few alterations, they were ready .
The second half execution proved
the Hounds right . Fine running,
pressure defense , and explosive offen sive plays buried Providence's
hopes.
Early in the third period, Mari
ran a punt down to the Greyhound
17 yard line. At this crucial spot,
already trailing by a touchdown,
the Assumption defense allowed
only two yards ~n ,the next four
pl~ys and set the stage for Roger
Babson Institute was the next op- Liesegang' s Jaunt .With the Hounds
ponent for the hustlin' Hounds. n?w in control, Roger took the ball
However, this time the outcome was on the first play. He cut inside
not as favorable as the first three
AC matches , the Greyhounds bowed 1-0 in another battle of the defenses. Goalie Paul Trayers played
his best game thus far this season
as he was credited with 16 saves.

Athktes Raze
Hairy Heads

However, the Greyhounds were unable to crack the Babson goal as
they had several offensive attacks
stymied.
This lookes like a real fine soccer team and with quite a few home
tests corning up, the Greyhounds
should take home a few more vietories.

A couple of weeks ago, Msgr.
George W. Casey of Boston stated:
"Nothing would seem to be more
a man's own business .. .thangrowing a set of whiskers ."
Now Coach O'Brien is no monsignor, but he does share the prelate's views. When confronted with
the question of the appearance
policy subjected to the members of
his teams, the coach clarified that
there is no strict policy. His explanation is threefold: (1) an individual should be allowed to dress
and groom as he pleases and no
one should have the right to object
to a bearded visage; (2) the subtle
distinction of team uniformity and
the " selflessness" that is key to
team goals; (3) the image of the
school as reflected by its representative team.
O'Brien went on ,to say that " the
easy answer to us is not to judge
a book by its cover, but we, in
fact, have to be concerned with the
cover" since mot outsiders don't
meet the teams individually.

Babineau straight~arms his way to the goal line for winrung tou
down against University of Hartford. (Photo by Bill Esposit
on an end sweep, broke the tackle
of a PC safety and outran a last
defender, 85 yards for the tying
touchdown . The extra point pass
to Corky Fioretti was just out of his
reach.
In the fourth period, Liesegang
caught quarterback Kraham's 19
yard aerial all alone for the ultimate winning touchdown . The extra-point attempt by Rutger Sipkins' failed. For the rest of the
game, the Hounds played hardnosed defense , and the Friar's
hopes faded when Ty Smith intercepted a pass and ran it back 45
yards to end their last drive .
Not unlike last year, big names
in the victory were the only twoway performers on the club, Al
Agbay and Roger Liesegang . Al
ground out steady yardage and
sparked the team on defense
in spite of being hurt several times.
The exciting Liesegang besides fine
defensive duty scored both touch-

downs. The spirit and indur
of these two fine at h let es fo
the backbone of the Greyho
success.
Several seniors out for the
time, Tom Manning, Mike Pet ·
'and Corky Fioretti added figh
,savyto the club. Hard hitting
erans, Fra~ Frontera, Jim D
er, John Lyonaise and Mike H
did fine jobs. Two Worcester
boys, Ty Smith and giant C
Harringt~n looked real well: S
as a quick and ruggeddefender
J:Iarrington anchoring himselfin
line.
HOUNDS HIGHLIGIITS:

j

Q

terback Rich Kraham threw 6-9
106 yards and ran 49 yards i
4.5 average ... Providence sho
re spect for Gerry Babineau as
doubled teamed him, leaving a
ing hole in their defense ... J:<'
Joe Maro, Chuck Becker, Paul}
son and Ed Neafsey have hr
into the lineup.

Harriers Runners-Up,
Biron Leads Sprint
The A.C. Harriers opened the Sophomore Louis D'Abramo,
'68 Cross Country season on Thurs- finished sixth, as having sho ~
day, Oct. 3 with an impressive the most improvement.
second place firlish in a triangular
All things considered, the Ho
meet with Worcester Tech and
were
off to a good start espec· ,
Clark. The meet was run over the
ly
since
Tech had shut them
4.1 mile Tech courses. The Hounds
nailed down the
second place for the last three years. Then ca
finish by taking the 4th, 5th, 9th, the quadrangular meet at Bar ·
10th, and 13th places for a total ton, R.I. on Saturday, Oct. 6.
of 41 points. Tech finished the roof all but fell in on the spiri
meet with 31 points, while Clark Hounds who came in third
75 points. Senior captain Ron B'
c~me in third with 54 points.
Senior captain Ron Biron con- was the first Greyhound to c
tinued to supply the spark for the finish line, taking the
the team finishing first for the position in the meet . Barrin
Hounds and fourth for the meet. took home all the marbles
Sophomore Jack Churchill looked 32 points, Plymouth State
very sharp in his first meet finish- second with 40 points and Gor
ing second for the team and fifth College was fourth with 108 poi
in the meet a mere 10 seconds
Among the bright spots for
behind the front-running Biron. sumption was the muc
pro
The key to the Hounds success running of Sophomore Bob G
was the impressive showings of ner, who appears to be co ·
Sophomore Billy Humbert and into his own. Also, Sopho
Freshman Ray Hebert who came Louise D 'Abramo again ca
in fourth and fifth respectively for through with a fine performan
the Hounds. Early in the meet coming in fourth for the Hou
Freshman Rod Gauvin, who has
Good Fortune just wasn't
been finishing in the " top 5" for the harriers at Barrington . On T
the harriers, was forced to drop day, Oct. 8 the Hounds will p
out of the race with a knee injury. host to tough Southern Conn.
It was at this point that Bill and Quinnipiac State. In the Assu
Ray " dug in" and closed the gap tion tradition there is little do
to carry the Hounds to an impres- that this highly spirited and de
sive showing in its first meet . mined team will bounce back
Coach O'Brien also singled out • . another impressive showing.

